The relationships between word frequency and various perceptual features have been used to study the cognitive processes involved in word production and recognition, as well as patterns of language use over time. However, little work has been done comparing spoken and written frequency against each other, which leaves open the question of whether there are modality-specific relationships between perceptual features and frequency. Words have different frequencies in speech and written texts, with some words occurring disproportionately more often in one modality than the other. The current study investigates whether perceptual features predict this frequency asymmetry across modalities. Our results suggest that perceptual features such as length, neighborhood density, and positional probability differentially affect speech and writing, which reveals different online processing constraints and considerations for communicative efficiency across the two modalities. These modality-specific effects exist above and beyond genre differences. This work provides arguments against theories that assume words differing in frequency are perceptually equivalent, as well as models that predict little to no influence of perceptual features on top-down processes of word selection.
observation that words differ in frequency is not a trivial one, as word frequency has been found to have profound impacts on our understanding of real-time language processing and long-term language change through behavioral and corpus studies. Hence, investigating why some words are used more frequently than others is important to our understanding of the fundamental properties of language and patterns of language use. In particular, it is critical to understand the causes and characteristics of the close relationship between word frequency and words' perceptual features. Even though data on word frequency in different modalities are available, not much work has systematically contrasted word frequency in speech and writing. Yet, one of the fundamental properties of human language is that we use it in multiple modalities. Due to this gap in the literature, there are at least two unanswered modality-specific questions on word frequency: Do words differ in spoken and written frequency? If so, what features predict whether or not a word tends to be used more often in one modality or the other?
Although the general relationships between word frequency and perceptual features have been thoroughly examined, the possibility of modality-specific effects have not. The process of producing language is roughly described as transforming non-verbal messages to sequences of sounds or letter strings. It is generally agreed that production involves stages including formulating non-linguistic conceptual messages, mapping messages to words and their grammatical features, and mapping words to their phonological or orthographic features (Levelt, 1989) . Crucially, language production models make different predictions about the influence of SPOKEN-WRITTEN WORD FREQUENCY ASYMMETRY 4 lower-level perceptual features, as well as the extent to which we should find modality-specific effects.
Some models treat production stages as discrete, top-down, and sequential (e.g., Fromkin, 1971; Garrett, 1975 Garrett, , 1980 Garrett, , 1982 Levelt, 1989) , whereas others view the stages as interactive and parallel (e.g., Dell & Reich, 1981; Harley, 1984) . Consider that in a model in which all stages of word production are independent and take place in a purely top-down and serial manner, lower-level perceptual features (such as phonological and orthographic features) should have little to no interaction with, or even access to, message formation and word selection.
Specifically, Landauer and Streeter (1973) point out that earlier studies on word frequency effects assume the perceptual equivalence hypothesis , which proposes that high and low frequency words do not differ in perceptual dimensions and behavioral effects of word frequency are due to response bias. In contrast, if production stages interact with one another, we might see lower-level perceptual features affecting word selection. Further, it may be possible to observe modality-specific effects, such that phonological and orthographic features differentially affect speaking versus writing.
The goal of the present paper is to extend previously established relationships between perceptual features and word frequency by exploring whether words that are spoken more often than they are written and words that are written more often than they are spoken differ on perceptual dimensions. To this end, we investigate whether general measures of length, neighborhood density, and positional probability predict whether a word is spoken or written relatively more. Based on our interest in modality-specific differences, we further examine whether the difference in phonological and orthographic measures of the same perceptual feature SPOKEN-WRITTEN WORD FREQUENCY ASYMMETRY 5 predicts this frequency asymmetry across modalities (e.g., whether words with more letters than phonemes are spoken or written more). Our study does not distinguish whether modality-specific effects are due to online processing factors or long-term language change, but it is likely that both processes are at play. Nevertheless, our emphasis on contrasting word frequencies in different modalities is still informative to production models. In particular, most studies comparing production models have focused on investigating speech errors (see Bock, 1987 for an overview). Hence, the modality-specific approach employed here provides another avenue to examine language production using a broader range of language use.
As far as we know, the current work is the first attempt to directly contrast speech and writing by investigating the difference in word frequency in the two modalities, rather than looking at the modalities separately (see Frauenfelder, Baayen, & Hellwig, 1993 for separate analyses on the relationship of neighborhood density and frequency in written text and speech, and Hayes, 1988 on the relationship between word rank and frequency). Modality-specific effects, especially if observed above and beyond genre differences, illustrate that the multimodal nature of language use and the influence of perceptual features must be considered in production models to enrich our understanding of processing and language as a communication system.
Our investigation is focused on three perceptual features closely tied with word frequency: length, neighborhood density, and positional probability. We refer to these features as low-level perceptual features, as their calculations are based on the surface features of words.
However, studies have shown that their effects may propagate to other levels of processing in perception and production (see Jescheniak & Levelt, 1994 for word frequency effects in production, and Forster & Chambers, 1973 in comprehension) .
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Word length is the most direct feature to be detected by listeners or readers in real-time speech and writing. The number of syllables has an inhibitory effect, such that words with more syllables are recognized slower. In contrast, the number of letters can either be facilitatory or inhibitory; words with more letters are recognized faster for words containing 3-5 letters but slower for words containing 8-13 letters, and there is no significant length effect for words with 5-8 letters (New, Ferrand, Pallier, & Brysbaert, 2006) . Neighborhood density of a word is a canonical measure of lexical similarity, corresponding to the number of words that differ from a target word by one perceptual unit, either phoneme or letter, and predicts how words are pronounced by English speakers. There is evidence that words with more phonological neighbors are more likely to be phonetically reduced in duration in connected speech, which makes them easier to produce (Gahl, Yao, & Johnson, 2012) . In contrast, others report that those words are instead more prone to coarticulation and hyper-articulation, which reflect efforts to make words sound clearer and easier to identify (Scarborough, 2012; Scarborough, 2013; Wright, 2004) .
These results suggest that a listener-directed account in word perception and a production-based account of phonetic reduction of predictable forms co-exist. In the spoken modality, at least, words with more neighbors tend to require more clarity in communication (Scarborough & Zellou, 2013) and lexical similarity must be assessed online with active reference to phonological neighborhood (Scarborough, 2012) . Positional probability is an estimate of the probability of the sequences of sounds or letters in each of the positions of a word . Phonotactic probability has been shown to influence word perception (Pitt & McQueen, 1998) , and the sensitivity to positional probability has been found as early in development as nine months into infancy (e.g., the highly probable CVC sequence in English; Jusczyk, Luce, & Charles-Luce, SPOKEN-WRITTEN WORD FREQUENCY ASYMMETRY 7 1994). Moreover, Vitevitch, Luce, Pisoni, and Auer (1999) showed that nonsense words with high probability segments and sequences are responded to more quickly than nonsense words with low probability segments and sequences, indicating that probabilistic phonotactic information is not only encoded in the mental representation of listeners and speakers but is actively involved in the parsing and processing sequences in speech streams. Taken together, word length and neighborhood affect the lexical level of word recognition, whereas neighborhood and positional probability affect the sublexical level of sequence parsing and articulation. Thus, in this paper, we broadly refer to these features as low-level perceptual properties that influence various stages of word production and perception, though the loci of their effects are not limited to the sublexical level.
Existing research suggests that there is a close relationship between word frequency and perceptual features. For example, frequent words tend to be shorter (Zipf, 1936) and have more neighbors (Landauer & Streeter, 1973) . Recall that the calculation of positional probability takes frequency of occurrence into account, such that frequent words tend to contain more probable sequences than infrequent words (see the method section for a detailed explanation of calculations). These relationships can arise from two possible mechanisms: cognitive constraints on online language processing, and long-term language change. Cognitive constraints on online language processing refers to the cognitive processes involved in producing words. Shorter lengths and more probable sequences positively contribute to the accessibility of a word, making its pre-articulatory planning and retrieval faster and easier. Findings supporting this view include shorter naming times and higher naming accuracy rates for objects with shorter names (e.g., Klapp, Anderson, & Berrian, 1973; Roelofs, 2002; Santiago, MacKay, Palma, & Rho, 2000) , as SPOKEN-WRITTEN WORD FREQUENCY ASYMMETRY 8 well as for words with higher-probability phonological sequences (e.g., Goldrick & Larson, 2008 , Vitevitch, 2002 Vitevitch, Armbruster, & Chu, 2004) . On the other hand, the results on the effect of neighborhood density are mixed, which we review separately below.
The other possibility is that relationships between word frequency and perceptual features come from long-term language change, referring to the factors affecting whether or not a word is changed to have different features for processing and articulation over time. This idea is not implausible given recent findings showing that form-meaning correspondences are not as arbitrary as previously assumed. For instance, the distinctiveness of word forms reflects the distinctiveness of perceptual experiences of the referent concepts (Lynott & Connell, 2013) , so word forms should change over time in accordance with how our perceptual experiences in the world change. Moreover, language users generally follow a few principles to maintain communication efficiency. Zipf (1949) explains the inverse relationship of word length and frequency by the least effort principle , which suggests that language users as a community efficiently assign shorter words to more frequently used meanings because they are easier and more economical to produce. The same principle can account for the tendency to reuse more probable sequences as well. Piantadosi, Tily, and Gibson (2011) revised Zipf's explanation to an efficiency principle that shortens the most predictable but not necessarily the most frequent words, which captures the finding that shorter words tend to contain more probable sequences.
Indeed, it has been shown in both a corpus study and a behavioral experiment that the abbreviated form of a word is more likely to be used in predictable contexts (Mahowald, Fedorenko, Piantadosi, & Gibson, 2013) . In line with these results, phonetic reduction also occurs as a function of the target word's frequency and its conditional probability given the SPOKEN-WRITTEN WORD FREQUENCY ASYMMETRY 9 previous word (i.e., frequent and probable words are more likely to be reduced; Jurafsky, Gregory, & Raymond, 2001 ). In addition, social factors independent of processing may affect the frequency of occurrence of a concept or its conditional probability over time, which may lead to changes in the perceptual features of words.
Note, however, that behavioral data do not clearly indicate whether neighborhood density facilitates or inhibits word production and recognition. In speech production, some report that words with more phonological neighbors are named faster and more accurately (e.g., Baus, Costa, & Carreiras, 2008; Vitevitch, 2002; Vitevitch & Sommers, 2003) , but these results are not always replicated and others have even found the opposite pattern (see Sadat, Martin, Costa, & Alario, 2014 for a review on phonological neighborhood effects). Although results from naming latencies are inconclusive, a larger neighborhood facilitates the retrieval accuracy of the target word in both speaking and writing (Goldrick, Folk, & Rapp, 2010) . In visual word recognition, Pollatsek, Perea, and Binder (1999) showed that a larger neighborhood facilitates lexical decision but inhibits reading by increasing gaze duration for the target word (see Andrews, 1997 for a review of orthographic neighborhood effects). Nonetheless, there are clear inhibitory effects in spoken word recognition. That is, words with more phonological neighbors are consistently recognized more slowly and less accurately than words with fewer neighbors (Luce & Large, 2001; Luce & Pisoni, 1998; . A brief summary is that tasks requiring different modalities, as well as different measures of the same process could produce different neighborhood effects. These contrasting results may be due to differences in activation status of the neighbors, determined by multiple factors including frequency, semantic distance, and phonological overlap. Under an interactive activation framework where representations of words SPOKEN-WRITTEN WORD FREQUENCY ASYMMETRY 10 with similar forms are co-activated and in competition with one another for selection, strongly active neighbors would generally yield a net inhibitory effect, whereas weakly active neighbors would yield a net facilitatory effect (Chen & Mirman, 2012) . Additionally, there are cross-linguistic differences in the extent to which orthography is consistent with phonology, and stronger lexical competition is found in languages with relatively consistent mappings and rich morphology (e.g., Andrews, 1997; Vitevitch & Stamer, 2006) .
Regardless of how neighborhood precisely affects language processing, the existence of both facilitatory and inhibitory effects reported in the studies above possibly reflects opposing forces in communication, rather than just considerations of production ease and economy for the producer. Words with more neighbors may be easier to produce, both because of the greater practice that comes from being in a denser neighborhood, and as a consequence of diachronic forces favoring reusing words that are easier to produce or reshaping words over time to have easier-to-produce features (e.g., shorter lengths and more probable sequences), and thus expanding certain neighborhoods that conform to those features. At the same time, words with more neighbors also create potential confusion and processing difficulties in comprehension.
Rational models suggest that the existence and persistence of some amount of ambiguity serves a useful communicative function and reflects that an efficient communication system takes into account both the producer and the comprehender's interests. The amount of ambiguity that remains (e.g., uncertainty about what word is produced in the perceptual aspect, or uncertainty about the meaning of a polysemous or homophonous word in the semantic aspect) is a balance between the opposing forces of clarity and ease, so that utterances are easy enough to produce but also not too difficult to comprehend (Piantadosi, Tily, & Gibson, 2012) . The structure of our SPOKEN-WRITTEN WORD FREQUENCY ASYMMETRY 11 lexicon also reflects the opposing forces of arbitrariness, which contributes to the superior flexibility and complexity of human language compared to animal communication but hinders learning, versus systematicity and iconicity, which promote learning but constrain abstraction and only serve a small subset of communicative goals (Dingemanse, Blasi, Lupyan, Christiansen, & Monaghan, 2015) . Therefore, the existing amount of arbitrariness, systematicity, and iconicity in our lexicon reflected by word features is the result of the linguistic community's ongoing attempt to strike a balance between learnability and expressiveness.
To investigate whether there are processing and communicative concerns that differentially affect the two modalities, our main analysis examines if the three perceptual features of interest predict whether a word is used disproportionately more often in one modality rather than the other. One potential confound in our investigation is the possibility that modality-specific effects simply reflect genre differences instead of processing features or communicative concerns specific to speech versus writing. Different genres have different task goals and require varying degrees of formality, which inevitably affects word choice even within the same modality. Additionally, some genres may be more common in one modality than the other, leading to skewed data if genre is not considered in cross-modality comparisons. In light of these limitations, we include a secondary analysis to statistically separate formality differences across genres from any modality-specific effect we observe.
Method

Materials
Frequency information in the study was obtained from the spoken and written frequency-per-million lists compiled by Leech, Rayson and Wilson (2001) based on the British National Corpus (BNC). The BNC is based on 100 million tokens, containing different genres of written and spoken sources, for example, imaginative and informative texts and conversational and task-oriented dialogues. For simplicity's sake, we refer to these four genres as informal writing, formal writing, informal speech, and formal speech, respectively. After excluding phrases that were tagged as words, words with only one single phoneme or character (for the purpose of bigram/biphone positional probability measures), abbreviations, special characters, and words that have no frequency information in either modality, we conducted our primary analyses contrasting spoken and written frequencies on 4515 types. Our secondary analyses on genre comparisons were conducted using 1408 types with frequency information available in all four genres and the same exclusion criteria as the primary analyses.
In the primary analyses, the asymmetry of spoken and written log frequencies was the variable of interest, so the dependent variable was calculated as the difference between these two log frequency measures for each word, that is, the spoken-written frequency difference . In the 1 secondary analyses, the asymmetries in frequencies between different genres for both withinand cross-modality were examined. The four different genres (i.e., formal writing, informal writing, formal speech, and informal speech) constitute six possible pairwise comparisons. The dependent variable for these six comparisons was therefore calculated as the difference between the log frequencies of a word in the two genres in a particular comparison (e.g., log frequency in informal speech minus log frequency in formal writing). The current work evaluates if these asymmetries in frequencies are predicted by three main families of perceptual features: length, neighborhood density, and positional probability.
We first compiled data for the phonological and orthographic measures for each perceptual feature. The raw values were then standardized into z-score units (by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard deviation of each measure) to facilitate later modality-specific comparisons, as some measures may be more variable in one modality than the other. Length was calculated by counting the number of letters or phonemes in a word. Neighborhood density and positional probabilities were obtained from CLEARPOND (Marian, Bartolotti, Chabal & Shook, 2012) , a cross-linguistic online corpus tool. This tool is based on the SUBTLEX-US corpus, which contains 51 million tokens from subtitles (Brysbaert & New, 2009) . Neighborhood density was calculated as the number of words that differ from the target word by an edit all words containing two or more letters (e.g., ant, bee, citrus, dog, egg, etc.) Then, we proceeded to use the same method to calculate the positional probability for the next bigram (e.g., at in cat).
We then log transformed the probabilities for all bigram units in a single word (smoothed by adding 10e-6) and took the average to get the positional probability for each word, controlling for word length. The same was done for biphone positional probabilities.
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After compiling data for each modality, we calculated an average measure and a phonological-orthographic difference measure for each family of the perceptual features. The average measures were calculated by taking the average of the phonological and orthographic measures of each feature (e.g., "ownership" has a phonological length of 0.22 and an orthographic length of 1.04 in z-score unit, so its average length is 0.63), which allowed us to investigate the general effect of each feature averaging across modalities. In addition to the average measures, we calculated a phonological-orthographic difference measure for each feature (i.e., phonological length -orthographic length, phonological neighborhoodorthographic neighborhood, and bigram probability -biphone probability). When evaluating the effects of these difference measures, we included the corresponding average measures as covariates to partial out the general effect of each feature before examining modality-specific effects. This was justified by the high correlations between the phonological and orthographic measures for all features (see Figure 1 and 2). Larger dots and darker colors indicate stronger correlations than smaller dots and lighter colors.
SPOKEN
The black square in the bottom right corner outlines the orthogonalized measures used in our analyses.
Analyses
In our primary analyses, we used multiple regression to examine the effects of the three families of perceptual features in predicting the spoken-written frequency asymmetry. Therefore, the full model uses the difference between spoken and written log frequencies as the dependent Figure 3 alongside an example interpretation for interested readers.
Up until this point, we have been referring to genre as a construct that is the combination of the formality of the task and the modality used. After establishing the relationships between perceptual features and genres, we used multiple regression to separate these relationships into formality and modality effects and compared their magnitudes. This addresses whether there is any modality effect when formality is controlled for. To this end, we ran a regression on all four genres together. Specifically, for each word we calculated how its frequency in each genre deviates from its average frequency across all genres. Then we predicted these difference scores using the interactions of average frequency and each of our perceptual features with indicator variables coding for formality (+1 for informal, -1 for formal) and modality (+1 for spoken, -1 for written). These interaction terms capture the additive coefficient components of formality and modality differences across the set of all four genres. We report the coefficients and standard errors for these interaction terms.
The data and the analysis code can be found at http://osf.io/qz4hp.
Results
To interpret the coefficients reported in the results, a positive coefficient indicates that an increase in the measure of interest disproportionately increases the frequency with which a word SPOKEN-WRITTEN WORD FREQUENCY ASYMMETRY 19 is spoken rather than written, whereas a negative coefficient indicates that an increase in the measure of interest is in favor of a word being written rather than spoken.
Average Frequency
Words with a higher average frequency tend to occur disproportionately more often in speech than in writing (the average frequency coefficient was positive, = 0.37), F(1, 4490) = 1370.32, p < .001. This shows that producers are more likely to use more common words in speech than in writing. Below we focus on reporting the relationships between perceptual features and the spoken-written frequency asymmetry.
Length
Shorter length leads to faster and easier production (Bates et al., 2003; Szekely et al., 2004) . If producers are more concerned with time constraint and the ease of production in one modality than the other, length should be a significant predictor of the spoken-written frequency difference, and it was. In our model comparison, we found a significant effect of average length, F(1, 4490) = 44.09, p < .001; longer words are generally written more than they are spoken (the average length coefficient was negative, = -0.10). We also found a significant effect of phonological-orthographic length difference, F(1, 4490) = 24.30, p < .001; words with more phonemes than letters (i.e., words that are relatively phonologically complex) occur disproportionately more frequently in writing than in speech (the length difference coefficient was negative, = -0.14). These results suggest that speakers are relatively more concerned with production ease than writers.
Neighborhood Density
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Higher neighborhood density may contribute to production ease but may also lead to potential confusion. Thus, it is a good indicator of the relative importance of clarity and ease. If the general concern for these two dimensions differ across modalities, neighborhood density should be a significant predictor of the spoken-written frequency difference, and it was. We found a significant effect of average neighborhood density, F(1,4490) = 17.23, p < .001; words with more phonological and orthographic neighbors are used more often in speech than in writing (the average neighborhood density coefficient was positive, = 0.06).
Though the average neighborhood density effect showed that speakers are generally more concerned with ease than writers, there should still be hints of concern for clarity if producers of both modalities are truly rational. If that is the case, producers should prefer words with relatively fewer neighbors in the modality in use, and the phonological-orthographic neighborhood difference should be a significant predictor of the spoken-written frequency difference. This modality-specific effect is indeed what we found. The effect of phonological-orthographic neighborhood difference was significant, F(1,4490) = 15.45, p < .001;
words with more phonological than orthographic neighbors occur more frequently in writing than in speech (the coefficient of the phonological-orthographic neighborhood density difference was negative, = -0.07). However, this neighborhood difference should be interpreted with caution, as we show in our later analyses that this is likely to be a formality effect more so than a modality effect. Nevertheless, the average neighborhood effect is robust.
Positional Probability
High positional probability has to do with both ease and high predictability. If these two characteristics differentially affect the two modalities, positional probability should be a SPOKEN-WRITTEN WORD FREQUENCY ASYMMETRY 21 significant predictor of the spoken-written frequency difference, and it was. We found a significant effect of average positional probability, F(1,4490) = 10.14, p = .001; words containing more probable sequences of phonemes and letters appear more frequently in speech than in writing (the average positional probability coefficient was positive, = 0.04). This effect should be interpreted with caution, as we show later that this is more likely to be a formality effect.
We showed that ease and predictability are relatively more crucial to speech than writing, but it could still be the case that producers prefer words that are particularly probable in the modality in use compared to the other. If that is true, the biphone-bigram difference should be a significant predictor of the spoken-written frequency difference. Indeed, we found this modality-specific effect, F(1,4490) = 31.30, p < .001. Words with more probable phonological sequences relative to their orthographic sequences tend to have a higher spoken frequency than written, and vice versa (the coefficient of the biphone-bigram difference was positive, = 0.06).
Genre Comparisons
To examine whether the modality effects reported above simply reflect formality differences, we compared how the three families of perceptual measures influence frequency differences across all possible combinations of genres (i.e., formal versus informal speech, formal speech versus formal writing, informal speech versus formal writing, etc., yielding six pairwise comparisons in total). The results are shown in Figure 3 . average length in predicting the difference between informal speech and formal writing is negative; this means that longer words tend to be disproportionately more frequent in formal writing than in informal speech. 
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As is most clearly seen in the panels of average length and phonological-orthographic length difference, the specific slopes may be fruitfully decomposed on the assumption that there is some additive effect of a formality difference (Informal -Formal), and some additive effect of a modality difference (Spoken -Written). This allows us to separate out any modality effects, and compare their magnitudes to the effects of formality. Figure 4 plots these effects, showing how formality and modality differences interact with perceptual features in predicting disproportionately high and low frequencies in each genre.
As Figure 4 shows, across all perceptual features, the effect of modality difference (Spoken -Written) are in the same direction, and smaller than, the effects of formality difference (Informal -Formal). Specifically, words with higher average frequency (across all genres) are more likely to be used in informal, rather than formal, language ( = 0.07, SE = 0.008), and more likely to be spoken, rather than written ( = 0.05, SE = 0.008), suggesting that producers tend to use more common words in speech and in informal contexts.
Longer words are less likely to be used in informal ( = -0.30, SE = 0.02) and spoken ( = 0.07, SE = 0.02) language. Moreover, words with more phonemes than letters are also less likely to be used in informal ( = -0.35, SE = 0.03) and spoken ( = -0.09, SE = 0.03) language.
These results are in line with our primary analysis, suggesting that producers are more concerned with the ease of production when speaking (rather than writing), and in informal (rather than formal) contexts.
Words that have more phonological and orthographic neighbors are more likely to be used in informal ( = 0.16, SE = 0.02) and spoken ( = 0.05, SE = 0.02) language, suggesting that producers are relatively less concerned with avoiding ambiguity in speech and in informal contexts. Additionally, words with disproportionately more phonological (relative to orthographic) neighbors are more likely to be used in formal language ( = -0.04, SE = 0.02).
Although the coefficient estimate for modality suggests that these words tend to occur more frequently in writing, the effect is indistinguishable from zero ( = -0.01, SE = 0.02). Altogether, these neighborhood results suggest that the relative phonological/orthographic distinctiveness of a word only affects the frequency asymmetry across formalities but not modalities, whereas the general concern for clarity and ease affects both.
Words with more probable phonological and orthographic sequences are more likely to be used in informal language ( = 0.06, SE = 0.01) but are not more likely to occur in either modality ( = 0.002, SE = 0.01). However, words with disproportionately more probable phonological sequences (relative to their orthographic sequences) are more likely to be used in informal ( = 0.06, SE = 0.01) and spoken ( = 0.04, SE = 0.01) language. These results suggest that producers are generally concerned with predictability regardless of whether they are speaking or writing, but they are more likely to pick words with more probable sequences in the modality in use (relative to the modality not in use).
In sum, we found large formality effects, but modality effects remained after controlling for formality. Additionally, formality and modality differences trended in the same direction, such that words that are used more often in informal contexts and words that are spoken more share similar features, and words that are used more often in formal contexts and words that are written more share similar features. Note that the modality effects were calculated after factoring out formality, which suggests that speech may inherently be more informal than writing, even when the formality of the task itself is controlled for. Figure 4 . The slope estimates of the interaction terms for formality (Informal -Formal) and modality (Spoken -Written) differences in each perceptual feature.
Discussion
In this study, we investigated the relationships between perceptual features and the difference in spoken and written word frequency. Specifically, we examined the general and SPOKEN-WRITTEN WORD FREQUENCY ASYMMETRY 26 modality-specific effects of length, neighborhood density, and positional probability in predicting frequency asymmetries across modalities. Second, we conducted genre comparisons to investigate the relationship between modality effects and formality effects across genres.
Our results demonstrated three main points: First, the previously found effects of perceptual features differentially affect word frequency in different modalities; words that are spoken disproportionately more than they are written are generally shorter and have more neighbors. Second, perceptual features have additional modality-specific effects even after controlling for their general effects; words that are spoken disproportionately more than they are written tend to have fewer phonemes than letters and more probable phonological sequences (relative to orthographic sequences). Third, formality effects are large, but the aforementioned modality effects exist above and beyond genre differences. The only two effects that were found to be formality rather than modality effects were the average positional probability and the phonological-orthographic neighborhood difference effects; that is, producers tend to use words with more probable sequences and more orthographic neighbors (relative to phonological neighbors) in informal language, regardless of modality. Potential implications for production models and communication efficiency are discussed below.
Our observations that words indeed differ by spoken and written frequencies and that the differences can be predicted by various perceptual features suggest that examining the multi-modal nature of language production may lend insights into existing theories. These findings are in line with Landauer and Streeter's (1973) rejection of the assumption that words of different frequencies are perceptually equivalent. It is important to note that results in support for perceptual equivalence may have come from examining word frequency effects in one modality SPOKEN-WRITTEN WORD FREQUENCY ASYMMETRY 27 only. More broadly, the lack of perceptual equivalence also has implications for production models. Our results suggest that lower-level perceptual features influence word choice in different modalities, though we make no commitment to whether the driving force is online processing or long-term language change. This is in line with models that allow interactions between production stages (e.g., Dell & Reich, 1981; Harley, 1984) , but not with entirely top-down models where perceptual features belong to the last stage of production and have no interaction with previous stages such as message formation and word selection (e.g., Fromkin, 1971; Garrett, 1975 Garrett, , 1980 Garrett, , 1982 .
Even though the production stages for speech and writing may not be drastically different, producers may have different concerns when using different modalities. Here we propose that the time pressure in producing speech leads speakers to be relatively more concerned with the ease of production than writers, resulting in the preference for perceptual features that have facilitatory effects on production from both online processing and long-term language change perspectives. Shorter length and higher positional probability are favorable factors for online processing, facilitating word production (Goldrick & Larson, 2008; Klapp et al., 1973; Roelofs, 2002; Santiago et al., 2000; Vitevitch, 2002; Vitevitch et al., 2004) . Likewise, Zipf's least effort principle (1949) and Piantadosi et al.'s (2011) revision of it also predict that words with these features are likely to be reused over time due to their contribution to production ease and high predictability. On the other hand, not only is writing not subject to time constraints as stringent as speaking is, corpus data also reflect written texts that have likely undergone revision. Hence, content and clarity may be more important to writing, resulting in a lesser degree of concern for the ease of production.
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We have demonstrated so far that producers have different degrees of concern for clarity and ease in speech versus writing, but it is not the case that producers are only concerned about one dimension in each modality and not the other. In fact, our results on neighborhood density provide suggestive evidence that producers try to strike a balance between the opposing forces of clarity and ease in both modalities, as suggested by rational models (Piantadosi et al., 2012) .
Though our review of neighborhood density shows that its effects on real-time processing are inconclusive and depend on many different factors, speakers may prefer words with more neighbors in general when they have facilitatory effects, possibly because disambiguation through the means of selecting a relatively distinct word is inefficient and unnecessary. The function of disambiguation in speech can be served by other contextual cues, such as gesture and prosody. But conditioned on the tendency to use words with more neighbors, speakers also tend to pick words that sound more distinct (i.e., words with relatively fewer phonological neighbors than orthographic). Likewise, even though writers tend to use words with fewer neighbors, they also pick words that are orthographically more distinct (i.e., words with relatively fewer orthographic than phonological neighbors). In other words, the seemingly contradictory findings on the general and modality-specific (phonological-orthographic difference) effects of neighborhood illustrate that both speakers and writers attempt to find the middle ground between easy yet completely confusing and effortful yet completely clear communication, given the availability of other contextual cues. However, these results should be interpreted with caution, as the effect of the phonological-orthographic difference in neighborhood density shrinks to zero when formality is controlled for, whereas the general effect of neighborhood density is robust.
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In the introduction, we noted that genre differences within and across modalities may confound our results. Thus, we included some secondary analyses to dissociate formality effects from modality effects to the extent that was possible with our data. Indeed, we found a huge formality effect, suggesting that formal and informal words differ by perceptual features. Even though the effects of average positional probability and neighborhood difference measures shrank after controlling for formality, the average length, average neighborhood density, length difference, and positional probability difference effects reported above still survived this analysis. This demonstrates that words that are spoken disproportionately more and words that are written disproportionately more do have different perceptual features, which do not reduce to genre differences. Despite our attempt to control for genre differences, it may be the case that formality is a factor that is impossible to fully control for. Even given a matched genre, such as a research report, the words used in a conference talk versus those used in a manuscript would be vastly different in formality, with speech being more conversational and informal than writing on average. This is also supported by our data showing that words that occur disproportionately more in informal contexts and in speech share similar features. To a certain extent, this formality difference simply is the difference between how producers choose words in speech and writing.
As a result, some genres may occur more in one modality than the other, because the distinctive features of speech and writing may make one modality better-suited for some communicative goals than the other. Nevertheless, our findings suggest that modality effects are not simply genre effects. Thus, it is worth characterizing how spoken and written language differ.
All in all, our first attempt at directly contrasting spoken and written word frequencies has yielded the discovery of several modality-specific effects above and beyond genre SPOKEN-WRITTEN WORD FREQUENCY ASYMMETRY 30 differences. We encourage future research to take into account the importance of perceptual features in different modalities, in order to inform existing theories of word production and recognition.
Conclusion
The current study elaborated on previously established word frequency effects by contrasting spoken and written word frequency. We provided evidence that perceptual features such as length, neighborhood density, and positional probability predict whether a word occurs disproportionately more often in speaking or writing. Further, we found modality-specific effects such that phonological and orthographic measures of the same feature differentially affect production in different modalities. These results still stand after controlling for formality differences across genres. Our results are in line with production models that allow for interactions between lower-level perceptual features and other top-down processes, as well as rational models of communication which suggest producers negotiate between the opposing forces of clarity and ease.
